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This student guide is written by an examiner and explains the unit requirements,
summarises the relevant unit content and includes a series of specimen
questions and answers.
Student Workbooks provide ready-prepared lesson solutions to build confidence
and exam skills
Focused revision for your best possible grade.
Perfect for revision, these guides explain the unit requirements, summarise the
content and include specimen questions with graded answers. Each full-colour
New Edition Student Unit Guide provides ideal preparation for your unit exam: Feel confident you understand the unit: each guide comprehensively covers the
unit content and includes topic summaries, knowledge check questions and a
reference index - Get to grips with the exam requirements: the specific skills on
which you will be tested are explored and explained - Analyse exam-style
questions: graded student responses will help you focus on areas where you can
improve your exam technique and performance
From the moment the starting gun is fired on Kona's sandy beach at the Ironman World
Championship, triathletes have 17 hours to cross the finish line. It's a feat marking the
ultimate achievement in the sport. "17 Hours to Glory" is one of only a few books to
commemorate this dramatic quest. Seventeen compelling stories allow readers to
experience the competition first-hand, revealing tremendous athleticism, unbelievable
capacity for suffering, and true strength of character. The personal stories of triathlon's
most epic characters come to life in this book, beginning with the famous story of Julie
Moss's determination to reach the finish line, paving the way for future champions like
Mark Allen and Paula Newby-Fraser, and a new generation of superstars in Greg
Welch and Chrissie Wellington. "17 Hours to Glory" tells the stories of a sedentary
secretary with all of the wrong habits taking up triathlon to lose weight, a nun who races
triathlons to bring attention to her causes, and two men with a rivalry so intense that
their disabilities fade into the shadows. Injury, tough breaks, and down-to-the-wire
finishes highlight years of dedication to reaching a goal. Some will become champions,
some will overcome all odds just to finish, only to come back and do it again. Triathlon's
most dynamic heroes are candidly portrayed in "17 Hours to Glory," a book that puts no
limits on the possibilities of the human spirit.
'Student Unit Guides' are written by examiners, explaining the unit requirements,
summarising the content and including specimen questions and answers. Each guide
contains an introduction, outlining the aims of the AS or A2 qualification and the skills
required, and offering strategies for revision.
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This pack draws on successful classroom practice to focus on the demands of the
examination. It features 'lessons' on key topic areas, consisting of lively introductory
activities, class and individual practicals, details of key studies, worksheets, structured
discussion acitivties and exam-style questions. Each topic begins with a comprehensive
lesson plan.

Support teaching and help your students' skills development Fill in gaps in the
students' knowledge and reinforce a topic effectively
This book provides simple, clear, in-depth explanations of all the topics in the
AQA GCSE specification 4180 syllabus but it will prove invaluable to students at
many levels on many courses and to the independent reader. It can be used as a
stand-alone home study course, as a classroom text, as a reference text or just
for pleasure for those who love to think about what makes people tick.
Psychology describes up-to-date research as well as some classic psychology
studies and even debunks one or two psychology research myths. It leads the
reader through all the topics in the syllabus as a teacher would in a classroom
setting. Topics are presented as a series of lessons followed by "Check Your
Understanding" sections, which are designed to help you check and retain the
information in each lesson. An assessment record provided at the end of the
book will help you keep track of your progress. Lessons are interactive with many
opportunities to jot down your thoughts and reactions, reflect on how a topic
relates to your own experience, discuss with other people and become more
involved with the material presented. Students can pinpoint the topics they are
studying for GCSE by using the table mapping the GCSE specification against
the lessons in this book. For those studying outside formal classrooms there are
guidelines about how best to approach your studies. The book assumes that
readers have no previous knowledge of psychology and among the topics
covered are: á Conformity and Obedience - would you press a button to kill
someone just because you are told to do so? Many people would, it seems. á
Sex and Gender - do girls and boys, men and women behave so differently? If
so, why? á Memory - how does memory work and how accurate is it? á NonVerbal Communication - do we reveal our true feelings in our body language? á
Development of Personality - what exactly is Anti-Social Personality Disorder? á
Prejudice and Discrimination - are we bound to discriminate against people who
are unlike us? á Learning - how to remove your fear of
spiders/snakes/flying/open spaces or anything else using the principles of
learning. á Aggression - is aggression born into us? Is it in our hormones? Or do
we learn to fight? á Research Methods and the Ethics of Psychology psychology is based on evidence, not just ideas. But what type of study
constitutes good evidence and how should we treat the people in our studies?
This workbook for AQA Psychology will help build your understanding by
answering questions on all key topics. For use either in class or for homework,
this full colour Workbook provides stimulus materials on all the topics in the unit.
These are followed by sets of questions designed to develop and test skills.
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Additional exam-style questions will help you put what you have learned into
practice ready for the unit exam. Answers are available online at
www.hodderplus.co.uk/philipallan/workbooks so you can check and assess your
responses. Special school prices available for multiple purchases, see here for
details: www.hoddereducation.co.uk/Schools/philipallan/Student-Workbooks.aspx
Three sets of ocean liners, each destined to be of three vessels, dominated the
Atlantic in the Edwardian era. The race to build the biggest and the best began
with Mauretania and Lusitania in 1906, followed by the White Star Line's Olympic
and Titanic in 1911-12. Each of these pairs was to see a larger sister, developed
as a result of changes needed or desired as a result of operating the two earlier
vessels, with Cunard's being Aquitania and White Star's, the ill-fated Britannic.
Germany's answer to these British behemoths was the Albert-Ballin designed trio
of Imperator, Vaterland and Bismarck. Through misfortune or war, two of these
vessels would sink but the others led useful lives, with Aquitania surviving two
world wars before being scrapped. Designed to be the absolute engineering
achievements of their time, these nine vessels dominated the Atlantic. J. Kent
Layton tells the story of the Edwardian Superliners in this fabulously illustrated
volume, showcasing many images previously unpublished and never before
seen. Rarely can one describe a book as definitive, but this volume truly
deserves the accolade.
- Improve your grades by focusing revision. - Build confidence and strengthen
exam technique.
Exploring Psychology follows the AQA A specification, with the emphasis on
teaching students not only the required knowledge and understanding, but to
think and act like psychologists too. Designed to add considerable value to
students' exam performance, Exploring Psychology is best suited to students of
average and above-average ability. It helps provide an ideal grounding for those
considering studying Psychology and related subjects at degree level.
Revise AS AQA Psychology gives complete study support throughout the year.
This Study Guide matches the curriculum content and provides in-depth course
coverage plus invaluable advice on how to get the best results in the A2 exam.
Student Unit Guides are perfect for revision. Each guide is written by an
examiner and explains the unit requirements, summarises the relevant unit
content and includes a series of specimen questions and answers. A Content
Guidance section combines an overview of the specific unit or module and the
key terms and concepts, with an examiner's interpretation so that students
understand precisely what they need to understand and learn, the skills required
and the potential pitfalls. A Question and Answer section provides graded
answers, typically A and C, to questions which have been set to reflect the style
of the unit. All responses are accomnpanied by commentaries which highlight
their respective strengths and weaknesses, giving students an insight into the
mind of the examiner.
This student unit guide explains the unit requirements, summarising the relevant
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content and including a series of specimen questions and answers.
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